Completing the NACC Milestones Form

**FTLD MODULE STATUS**
The only time NACC needs notification of FTLD Module follow-up status is when a subject is continuing with annual in-person UDS visits but is discontinuing FTLD Module follow-up. In other cases (dropped with no further ADC contact, changing to telephone follow-up, or changing to minimal contact), NACC will automatically discontinue the subject from FTLD Module follow-up. In the case where the subject is rejoining the ADC after being dropped, there is no need to provide the subject’s FTLD Module status on the Milestones Form.

**PERMANENTLY ENTERED NURSING HOME**
If the subject has moved to a nursing home but will continue to be followed by the Center, indicate in Question 2a how the subject will be followed (annual in-person visits, annual telephone follow-up, or minimal contact), and then in Question 2b, select “5 = Subject has permanently entered nursing home,” along with any other reason for the change in data-collection status.